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1). Singing and dancing  

The teacher will explains to the students that they are going to sing and dance together using the 

video "The opposite action and dance song”. After explained that, the teacher shows the video 

and asks the students to listen to the lyrics while watching the video. During play the video, the 

teacher will demonstrate the lyrics and the dance too. Then, after watch the video which contains 

a song and also dance,  the teacher shows the video again and tells the students to sing and dance 

together the song. Which means, the students will sing and dance together to the song (video) 

that showed in front of the classroom. On the other hand, the teacher will not only sing and dance 

together with the students, He/she will also watches/observes the students’ during  the activity 

(sing and dance).   

2.) Adjective flashcards 

After demonstrating all the vocabulary in the material, students will practice using flashcards, so 

it is a kind of quiz for the students. The teacher will show 2 cards that contain a different/oppsite 

adjective such as a big ball picture and a small ball picture. Then, He/ she will ask students what 

picture they see on the flashcard. During the activity, the teacher also made observations such as 

taking notes who can answers the questions and etc.  

3.) Roll paper worksheet 

In the closing, the teacher will gives a little tas  for the students called “roll paper”. The teacher 

asks to the students to come in front of the classroom one by one (the teacher will asks the 

students to raise their hands for they who wants to take the task/game first) to take one roll paper 

that have been prepared, every paper contains with 2 pictures (the adjective opposite such as up 

stair and down stair). The students will open it and the teacher asks the students to mention what 

they get. 

 

 


